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What Are Fetal Dignity Laws?

Fetal dignity laws affirm the human dignityofthe unborn and protect women's health and safety via
stricter regulationofthe abortion industry. Various state-level etal dignity laws currently in place
include protections such as:

«requiring abortion businesses to bury or cremate unborn children after an abortion,
+ requiring informed consent for the mother to choose between burial or cremation for the baby,
«prohibiting the transferoffetal remains,
«prohibiting the useof fetal remains for research (or, in some cases, prohibiting the public

fundingofresearch involving fetal remains),
«prohibiting the creationof human-animal chimeras,
«prohibiting the saleof (or, in some cases, prohibiting the profiting from) baby body parts,
«providing death certificates for miscarried babies, and
«providing an income tax credit for parents who have lostachild from miscarriage or stillbirth.

Although fetal dignity lawsvary in their particulars, they all have one shared goal: protecting the
dignityofthe unborn.

Policies to protect fetal dignity have also been introduced at the federal level. However, none of these
policies currently remain in place under the pro-abortion Biden administration and the pro-abortion-
‘majority in Congress. Therefore, the battle to pass legislation protecting the dignityofthe unborn child
must continue.

Why Are Fetal Dignity Laws Needed?

Fetal dignity laws are needed for many reasons. Recent discoveriesofaborted baby remains being
bought and sold for experimentation in laboratories, grafted onto mice, and held in jars as souvenirs
have provided additional insight into the abortion industry's high diszegard for the human dignity of
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the lives lost through abortion. Iti crucial to start affirming the humanity of the unborn in the law.
Fetal dignity laws help shape a culture that honors and respects the unborn by acknowledging their
humanity and affirming the dignityofeach lie Tost through abortion. The instances below lay out
specific findings that have led to the need for fetal dignity laws.

Fetal Experimentation at University of Pittsburgh

On August 13, 2020, Scienific Reports published the UniversityofPittsburgh study, “Development of
Humanized Mouse and Rat Models withFull- Thickness Human Skin and Autologous Immune
‘Cells This study details a 2019 experiment in which Pitt scientists co-grafed human fetal skin and
scalp tissue, fetal lymphoid tissue, and fetal liver-derived hematopoietic stem cells onto
immunodeficient mice and rats.

‘With clinical callousness, the report shows picturesofthe scalps from aborted babies at 18-20 weeks
gestation grafted onto mice backs. It describes the transplant and subsequent growth of the lymphoid
and fetal liver tissue within the mice and rats? Eighteen to 20 weeks is at least six weeks after the point
at which unborn babies can start feeling pain.’ * As part of the report, the scientists acknowledge the
limitations of the study caused by the major differences between rats, mice, and humans; however, the
study proceeded anyway, with the goal oftesting human immune responses to skin infections This
study received a $430,000 grant from the National InstituteofAllergy and Infectious Diseases
(NIAID) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

In response to the horrors of the publication, on May 4, 2020, the Pennsylvania House Health
Committee held a hearing on “Fetal Experimentation.”

Dr. Jeremy Rich, who emphasized several times in his testimony that he had no connection to the fetal
tissue experimentation in question and had never performed experimentation on any fetal tissue,
represented the UniversityofPittsburgh at the hearing. In his testimony, Dr. Rich stated that the
research on these humanized mice was done for the purposeof creating vaccines. Dr. Rich testified that
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many scientific advancements rely on the use of fetal tissue. However, 2 2016 select panel convened by
the U.S. House of Representatives found that fetal tissue is neither necessary nor the most effective way
to do research. Dr. Rich argued that fetal tissue and cells are a necessary componentof certain forms of
experimentation and cannot be replaced by other cells. At the same time, Dr. Rich acknowledged the
limitations of the study due to the major differences between rodents and humans.

Dr. Rich testified that the university received fetal tissue through its Medical Center (UPMC) and that
‘maternal consent for aborted baby issue donation was obtained. Dr. Rich made clear that, in
accordance with state and federal regulations, mothers were not asked to consent to donating their
aborted unborn child's remains until after the mother had consented to the abortion.

Aside from maintaining that Pitt did not violate any laws, Dr. Richwas unable to answer any specific
questions regarding how the fetal tissue was obtained. He was unable to describe how the fetal tissue—
including scalps, livers, and thymus tssue—was collected, the point during the abortion when the tissue
was procured, or the process by which consent for the useof tissue was obtained. Dr. Rich's testimony
did not shed any light on the experiment in question, a he clearly was not familiar with its particulars.

David Daleiden, the founder of the Center for Medical Progeess (CMP), also testified at the hearing,
In his testimony, Daleiden noted that in order for the scalps (which the report states ater grew into
mature adult tissue) to be grafted onto the mice, the abortionist would likely have had to have carried
outa partial-birth abortion, which is illegal in the United States. Again, it must be stressed that the
unborn babies from whom the scalps were taken were 18-22 gestation and certainly would have fel the
pain ofa partial-birth abortion.

Daleiden also pointed out the possibility ofa quid-pro-quo discovered by the CMP between the
UniversityofPittsburgh, Planned Parenthood, and the NIH, with Planned Parenthood providing
aborted fetal issue, the NIH providing grant funding to Pitt, and Pitt funding Planned Parenthood.
Pitts grant application to the NIH argued that the university had “unique access” to a supplyofaborted
fetuses. Daleiden testified that during CMP's undercover work, Planned Parenthood admitted to
supplying Pitt with aborted fetal tissue, though they later denied it.
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As partofhis testimony, Daleiden recounted Pitts history of fetal tissue testing. He described Dr.
Gelach's protocol, which was used as recently as 2019 and included obtaining livers from five-month-
old intact babies delivered alive in late-term abortions at gestational age 18-22 weeks to be used in
experimentation.”

In Pennsylvania, failure to provide immediate medical care to an infant born alive or experimenting on
aliving infant is against the law; however, it does not appear this law was enforced.*

‘The inhumane experimentation carried out by the UniversityofPittsburgh and the quid-pro-quo
avenue through which it was accomplished—despite Pennsylvania's strict laws prohibiting the sale or
exchange of aborted fetal tissue—points to the need for all-out bans on fetal research, and certainlya
ban on federal government funding for fetal tissue research.

Center for Medical Progress Discoveries

1n 2015, the CMP released videos filmed by investigative journalist David Daleiden that uncovered a
black-market industryoftrafficking aborted baby body pats. Daleiden went undercover to record
abortionists, executives, and staff-level employeesofthe abortion industry discuss fetal tissue
procurement from abortions in shocking detail. These videos, together with acquired documents,
exposed the buyer-seller relationship between the abortion industry and fetal tissue procurement
companies.

In October of that same year, the U.S. House of Representatives established the Select Investigative
Panel on Infant Lives to examine the grotesque practices uncovered by the CMP videos. The select
panel uncovered widespread unethical and illegal practices involving the traffickingof baby body parts
from abortion businesses to sellers via fetal tissue procurement companies acting as middlemen. For
‘example, Advanced Bioscience Resources (ABR) was investigated and appeared as acase study in the
select panel's July 2016 interim update. The panel found that ABR paid Planned Parenthood and other
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abortion businesses a lat fee of $45 to $60 per baby specimen. In 2015 alone, ABR made nearly
$80,000 in payments to ts top five abortion businesses from which it procured babybodyparts. In turn,
ABR sold these parts to customers. Tn 2015 alone, ABRs revenue from the saleofbaby body parts to
its top six customers equaled $191,984. The body parts sold included at least 80 baby brains, 36 pairs of
eyes, ight hearts, 16 spinal cords, two intact skullcaps, two spinal columns, two skins, and other
tissue.

CMP’ investigations revealed from invoices that theprocesswas similar to thatof other biotech
companies. The middlemen paid abortion businesses for collecting the baby body parts and then sold
them to universities, pharmaceutical companies, research labs, and even the NIH and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) for astronomical prices. For example, ABR charged customers $340 to
$550 per fetal specimen procured. StemExpress sold human hearts of 18 to 24-week babies for $595
cach. DV Biologics sold half a baby liver for $350 and a baby thymus for $500.1 The interim update
alo revealed a StemExpress purchase order selling limbs with hands and feet ofa 17 to 18-week baby
for $890 cach." StemExpress also sold “Fetal Liver CD133+ Stem/Progenitor Cells” for $2,425 to
$24,250. The DepartmentofJustice also launched and has an ongoing investigation of Planned
Parenthood’ practiceofselling fetal tissue.”

Bills that prevent the harvesting and sellingofthe remainsof unborn babies mustbe passed to help
protect women from actions done solely for Planned Parenthood's interest in increased business, such
as violationsofpatient privacy and altered abortion methods.

Dr. Kermit Gosnell

When the police raided Dr. Kermit Gosnell's abortion facility in Philadelphia on February 18, 2010,
they found, in addition to the horrifying conditions, the remains of 45 unborn children. Fetal remains
were found in various containers, some refrigerated and others frozen, including in “bags, milk jugs,
orange juice cartons, and cat food containers.” Among the fetal remains were rows ofjars containing
severed feetof aborted children.
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Fetal remains laws would make it illegal for Gosnell to house unborn children in cat food containers or
Keep their fect in jars. They would require the abortionist to bury the cremated remainsof the unborn.
The need for these fetal dignity laws is growing more pressing as stories emerge showing that Gosnells
behavior is no longer an isolated incident.

Dr. Ulrich Klopfer

Dr. Ulrich Klopfer was known as oneof the largest abortion suppliers in Indiana, carrying out over
30,000 abortions. After his death, his family discovered that he had been harboring unborn remains in
his garage. In September 2019, the police reported that Klopfer had medically preserved 2,246 unborn
children in plastic bags." A few weeks later, in October, Klopfer’ family found additional remains of
more unborn childsen in the trunk ofhis old car.’ Had Indiana's fetal remains law been in place when
Klopfer was carrying out abortions, he would have been legally required to surrender the remains for
burial or cremation within 10 business days. He also could have been charged with transporting a fetus
outofIndiana (a Class A misdemeanor), as well as intentionally acquiring fetal tissue (a Level 5
felony).

Serena Dyksen, a woman who underwent an abortion by Klopfer, said, “i]f he could have the babies all
these years later, T have a right to know if she [her daughter] was oneof them.” A woman should
never have to wonder ifher unborn child is being preserved in a jar on Klopfer or Gosnell's shelf. T feel
like 1 have been violated all over again,” Dyksen said. “Now for the third time."

State-level fetal dignity laws would address the concerns that have resulted from the discovery of the
unethical activities of Planned Parenthood, Gosnell, Klopfer, and others. For instance, Indiana has a
fetal remains law, but it was enacted subsequent to Klopfer's misdeeds and would not apply to them
(Indiana and ilinois authorities are looking into Klopfer's activities more broadly). The dignityofthe
unborn must be respected in society and protected by the law.
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Planned Parenthood’s businessofselling the remainsofthe unborn illustrates the highest disregard for

the dignity of the lives lost—a disregard rivaled only by Gosnell and Klopfer, who kept the remains in

jars and plastic bags. Fetal dignity laws reflect the moral understanding that the remainsofunborn

babies do not deservetobe sold or kept in jars. These laws provide the protection needed to further

respect the unborn and recognize their humanity.

Types of Fetal Dignity Laws

Disposal of Fetal Remains

Under these laws, abortion businesses are required to disposeofunborn remains through cremation or
burial. Fetal remains laws prevent the baby body parts from being treated as medical waste or housed in

jars as trophics. Thesc laws honor and respect the dignity of the lives lost through abortion. Fetal

remains laws need to be passed so that women like Serena Dyksen do not have to fear thattheir child is
in a jar on an abortionist’s shelf.

Indiana’s fetal remains law was the subject ofa recent court challenge in Box v.PlannedParenthood.”

“The case went all the way up to the U.S. Supreme Court, which held that the state had a legitimate.
interest in the proper disposaloffetal remains and that the requirements were rationally related to that

legitimate interest. The Court also articulated this same principle in City of dkron v. Akron Centerfor
Reproductive Health.” Had Indiana's fetal remains law been passed earlier, it would have prevented

people like Ulrich Klopfer from storing the bodiesofbabies in ways that violate their human dignity.

Responding to the Klopfer situation at the federal level, Sen. Mike Braun (R-Ind.) and Rep. Jackie
‘Wialorski (R-Ind.) introduced the Dignity for Aborted Children Act in 2019. This bill would require
the abortionist to cremate or bury each unborn child of an abortion affecting interstate commerce:
‘within seven daysofthe abortion. The bill also requires the informed consent of the mother to choose:

burial or cremation after the abortion (a typeoffetal dignity law discussed below) and a requirement

that each abortion business report the abortions.
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Some states include especially strong protections for fetal tissue. For example, Alabama bans
transferring, purchasing, distributing, accepting, using, or attempting to use fetal organs.” Ohio bans
the research and transferoffetal tissue.” Although numerous other states prohibit fetal issue from
being used in a demeaning way, we encourage all tates to pass strong, comprehensive, and concise
bans.

Informed Consent for Burial or Cremation

Informed consent laws require abortion businesses to inform the motherofthe choice between burial or
cremation, ensuring that women know their options and agree to burial or cremation before or after the
abortion. These laws encourage abortion businesses and mothers seeking abortions to think of the
‘unborn child as a person worthy ofa dignified resting place insteadof mere medical waste. The
informed consent requirement is often in a fetal remains law.

Death Certificates for Stillborn and Miscarried Babies

Providing death certificates for children who die in the womb allows a woman to be comforted and
affirmed in the lossofher baby. It also affirms the human dignity of the lfe that was lost. Many states
have already passed bills that allow birth (as well as death) certificates for women who lost their
children from stillbirths. Joanne Cacciatore—whose daughter, Cheyenne, was stillborn 13 years ago—
started the movement allowing for parents to receive birth certificates for parents whose children were
stillborn: “10s dignity and validation, i's the same reason why we want things like mariage licenses and
baptismal certificates.” Although most states require reporting a fetal death, especially if the unborn
child is 20 weeks or older, more laws mustbe passed so that all states provide death (and birth)
certificates for children who die in the womb.
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Fetal Tissue Research Bans

Fetal tissue research bans prevent research (such as research conducted at a university or in a lab) from,
occurring on babies who have been aborted. Transferring unborn remains to a university or lab for

research is unnecessary and antiquated because research using human fetal tissue has been replaced by

modern, successful alternatives that exist using organs produced in vitro from ethically sourced cells,
induced pluripotent stem cells, and adult stem cells *

Human Fetal Tissue Is Not Necessaryfor Scientific Research

Tn the past, researchers have advocated to obtain and utilize human fetal tissue in order to test

experimental medicine or to study disease. Although some researchers argue experimentation on fetal

tissue is necessary to aid humanity, investigations into this typeofresearch have proven it does not

provide significant health benefits. Instead, it creates an industry that revolves around mistreating the
remainsof unborn children.

Following the Center for Medical Progress’ discoveries in 2015, the U.S. House of Representatives.
convened a select panel to investigate fetal tissue research. As the panels final report indicated, there
‘have been no successful clinical results from human fetal tissue research:

Human fetal tissue research is an outdated and unproductive areaof esearch that does not
makea strong impact on the field. In over 100 yearsof unrestricted investigation, human fetal
tissue research has had ample time to prove useful, yet it has failed to do so:

- Fetal tissue HAS NOT produced a single medical treatment.
- Fetal tissue WAS NOT used to cure polio, mumps, and measles.
- Fetal tissue IS NOT used for modern vaccine production or research.
- Fetal tissue 1S NOT critical to study Zika or other diseases affecting brain

development.
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- Fetal tissue 1S NOT required for the overwhelming majorityofcurrent research.
- Fetal tissue research is LESS PRODUCTIVE and has LOWER IMPACT

when compared to non-fetal tissue research.”

Today, these findings remain accurate.

Some confusion cxists over whether fetal tissue was used in the creationofthe COVID-19 vaccines.
Whilecellines derived from the tissueofaborted babies have been used in the developmentof various
COVID-19 vaccines to varying degrees (the AstraZeneca and Johnson &Johnson vaccines used
aborted fetal cell lines in their development, whereas the Moderna and Phzer vaccines used aborted
fetal cell ines in their testing), abortedftal tissue itselfwas not used in the creation of anyofthe
vaccines.” This is not to say that the useof aborted feta cell ines by scientists is not morally
problematic; merely that fetal tissue and fetal cell lines are not the same thing.

Fetal tissue is tissue directly taken from an unborn child. Fetal cell lines are descended from cells taken
from an aborted unborn child and multiplied into many other ellsof the same kind. The aborted cell
lines used in the COVID-19 vaccines, the HEK-293 cell ine and the PER.C6 cell line, descend from
babies aborted 30 years ago, making current cell lines generations of cells removed from the original
tissue. While fetal cell lines have produced several “advances” in science, scientists have an obligation to
respect the dignity of the unborn and should not experiment on aborted fetal tissue or cells derived
from aborted fetuses.

Furthermore, although fetal cell lines were used in the production and testing of COVID-19 vaccines
and other vaccines, fetal cell ines are not necessary for the productionof any vaccines, as vaccines can
be developed using no cells or cells from animals, insects, chicken eggs, or yeast.

Proponentsoffetal tissue research are campaigning for an unnecessary, antiquated practice. In 2007,
the Japanese researcher Shinya Yamanaka discovered the ability to reverse-engineer cells back to the
pluripotent stage, the point at which they could be used to produce any typeofcell in the body except
the placenta, thus creating an ethical cell source for research. Becauseof Yamanaka's discovery, adult
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stem cells have been altered to mimic the behavior of embryonic stem cells in order to show results

relating to human development and gestation more accurately.’

In recent years, the effectivenessof adult stem cells has recurringly invalidated the necessity of using

fetal tissue for medical rescarch. A 2019 study™ofneuromyelitis optica, an autoimmune disorder

reminiscent of multiple sclerosis (MS), proved that adult stem cells were successful in treating and
reversing the disease—something that cannot be said of fetal tissue.”

Further exploration into the use of adult stem cells is necessary, as these cells have proved to be the

source of many scientific advances. Scientists should focus on research that has yielded results—not

fetal tissue research. Dr. David Prentice, vice president and research director of the Charlotte Lozier

Institute, stated that adult stem cells are the “gold standardofstem cells Dr. Prentice also argued.
that researchers are “trying to paint a nice picture about a need for aborted baby tissues and organs for

research when the fact is there is no need for that. It has not produced any good results”

Although human fetal tissue has not produced a single medical treatment, for the doctors and scientists
who insist on using it, this tissue can be obtained from ethical sources, such as miscarriages and
stillbirths. On March 26, 2021, Sens. Mike Lee (R-Utah) and Marco Rubio (R-Fla., along with 15 of
their colleagues, senta letter to Departmentof Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Xavier
Becerra requesting the agency “expand the existing organ-donation network to include spontaneously

miscarried and stillborn infant donors.” The leter noted that expanding the organ donation network to
include stillborn and miscarried babies would create an ethically uncontroversial sourceofhuman fetal

tissue.

FederalAction on Fetal Tissue Research

Under the Trump administration, HHS convened the Human Fetal Tissue Research Ethics Advisory
Board. This board reviewed all proposed research projects involving human fetal tissue derived from
induced abortion before the NIH was permitted to designate grant money to them. This process
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ensured thatan extra safeguardof ethical consideration could block research utilizing human fetal tissue
that crossed ethical boundaries in the nameofscientific discovery. In June of 2019, the Trump
administration ended all distribution of funds for research using fetal tissue, canceling multi-million=
dollar contracts with laboratories that carried out ths unethicalresearch.This decision was the most
comprehensive federal ban on fetal tissue research to date. Stil, in the 2019 fiscal year, the NIH spent
$120 million in taxpayerdollars on research projects using human fetal tissue.

Tn April 2021, President Biden announced that the NIH was no longer required to follow this protocol
ofobtaining approval from an ethics advisory board before disbursing grants. By removing this layer
ofexternal review, the Biden administration allowed researchers to determine for themselves whether
their experimentation crosses ethical lines and utilize human fetal tissue in whatever manner they see
fit, funded by grantsoffederal tax dollars.

On May 25, 2021, because of the recent horrors involving fetal tissue and the failure of the current
executive branch to protect the dignityofthe unborn, Sens. Mike Lee, Marco Rubio, Steve Daines (R-
Mont), Rick Scott (R-Fla.), and James Risch (R-Idaho) introduced an amendment prohibiting fetal
tissue research obtained from an induced abortion or creating or destroying human embryos. This
legislation failed 48-51, with senators largely voting along party lines. Notably, Democrat Joe Manchin
(W.Va.) voted in favor of the ban, while Democrat Bob Casey (Pa.) opposed it. Republicans Susan

Collins (Maine) and Lisa Murkowski (Alaska) also opposed the ban.

Additionally, Sen. Cindy Hyde-Smith (R-Miss.) and Rep. Blaine Luetkemeyer (R-Mo.) are the lead
sponsorsofthe Protecting Life and Integrity in Research Act. This bill would essentially codify the
Trump administration's ban on fetal tissue research by outlawing federal funding for research using
human fetal tissue and outlawing the harvestingof aborted baby body parts. Ifpassed, this legislation
would redirect NTH resources to prioritize research that does not use aborted fecal tissue.

Fetal tissue research bans should be put in plac to help establish a codeofethics, provide additional
protections for women, and respect the dignity of the unborn. The findings indicate that research
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involving fetal tissue docs not provide any significant contributions to medical advancement. Instead, it
furthers the mistreatmentofwomen and unborn children during and after the abortion procedure.

Ban on the Creation of Chimeras

Laws that prohibit the creationoforganisms that are part human-part animal (otherwise known as
chimeras) are a necessary component of recognizing the unique dignity of the human person. The
UniversityofPittsburgh's inhumane research that desecrated the bodiesof aborted unborn babies by
grafting them onto mice points to the urgent need for laws prohibiting this typeofresearch.

Although it is clear that grafting an unborn baby's body parts onto an animal violates the unborn child's
digity, the creation of human-animal creatures raises several other ethical questions. For example, was
the motherofthe aborted unborn child aware her child's remains would be grafted onto an animal?
How should these new creatures be treated? Which organs make a human being a human being? Do
animals that have human organs have more rights than animals that do not?

Amid the overwhelming number ofethical questioned posed by the creationofthese creatures is the
reality that the scientific benefit from their creation is virtually nonexistent. For years, scientists have
grafted various human disease genes or cels into immune-deficient mice, thereby allowing scientists to
study the effectivenessofvarious forms of treatment. As was acknowledged by Dr. Rich at the
UniversityofPittsburgh hearing, successful cures in mice that have developed from research on mice do
not result in successful cures for human beings.

The creationof human-animal hybrids is simply another methodofdegrading the remainsofan
aborted unborn child. Although federal funding for this typeofresearch at the embryonic level is
currently banned by the NIH, the University of Pittsburgh's research—which occurred after the embryo
had developed intoa fetus—received NIH funding. Furthermore, the International Society for Stem
Cell Research has recommended that the United States allow “incremental human-animal chimera
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rescarch.™ In response, the NIH stated that the agency would look to the ISSCR guidelines “to ensure
our position reflects input from the community.”

Senator Mike Braun has led congressional efforts to prohibit the creationof human-animal hybrids,
introducing an amendment on the Senate floor. This legislation failed to pass, with senators voting 49-
48 against the amendment along party ines (Republicans for the prohibition, Democrats against i).

Prohibiting the Saleofor Profit from Baby Body Parts

Laws prohibiting the saleofbaby body parts are an important componentof acknowledging the human
dignity of the unborn. There is money to be made from selling baby body parts, as the investigation by

the Cente for Medical Progress revealed. Although the saleofhuman body parts is illegala the
federal level, there is a large loophole for fetal tissue sales that must be closed.

‘The NIH Revitalization Actof1993 (42 USC 289g-2) prohibits the sale ofhuman fetal tissue if the

tissue is sold for “valuable consideration” and “affects interstate commerce™—in other words,ifthe fetal

tissue is sold for profit. The statute states that “(t]he term ‘valuable consideration’ does not include

reasonable payments associated with the transportation, implantation, processing, preservation, quality

control, or storageof human fetal tissue.” Any profit made after costs are subtracted violates this
statute. Yet, the abortion industry has used and abused this “valuable consideration” loophole to traffic

the body parts of aborted babies and make a profit, as described previously. Prohibiting the saleof baby
‘body parts would prevent the abortion industry from abusing the “valuable consideration” loophole.

Conclusion

In recent years, American consciences have been shocked by the discoveryofbaby remains in jars,
human hair growing on laboratory rodents, and taped conversations about selling baby body parts. The
remainsof unborn children should not be sold as a commodity or placed in jars—they should be treated
‘with the respect membersofthe human family deserve. Stronger protections must be put in place to
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assis grieving women and ensure that the tragically short livesofthese infants ar treated with dignity.
Fetal dignity laws are a powerful meansofaccomplishing this.
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